The students in Prep are extremely excited to begin learning and revising different letters and their sounds. The two letters we have been working on are ‘Ss’ and ‘Aa.’

The students were exposed to different styles of learning as to ensure they are able to identify the letters and their sounds. We encourage our students to take part in: engaging, exploring, explaining, elaborating and evaluating. They are learning to implement these skills in all aspects of their learning.

The following pages are some FUN activities our students took part in!!

**We made the letter**...The first task was to make a human shape of the capital letters ‘S’ and ‘A.’

**Collage of letters ‘S’ and ‘A’**...The second task involved students working in 2 groups. The first group found words or pictures that either started with the letter ‘s’ or had an ‘s’ in it. The second group had the same task searching for letter ‘a’ words and pictures.

We hope you enjoy them!!

Prep Stars
We made the Ss letter
We made the letter A